Session 2 : A Tender Space in My Heart: Tending to my Pain with Care
Creative Playlist for Session Two

Please enjoy a list of the songs that were played during our session
Alba- Helmut Schenker
Nowesind- Jacob David
pt. 1 Owl Light- Stephan Moccio
When it Drizzles- Alva Brunel
Although- Jane Avril
Natural Light- Ludovico Einaudi
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Session 2 : A Tender Space in My Heart: Tending to my Pain with Care

Integrating this theme in between sessions
Pacing yourself and learning about your edges
As we navigate our stories and our deeper selves through creativity it can be helpful to consider
pacing ourselves. Because creativity and other modalities that transcend language open us to deeper
layers of ourselves, it is important to be aware of when we meet an edge. Edges teach us so much
about how we feel and how we are responding to our surroundings.
What is an edge?
An edge can be described as a limit or a boundary. Perhaps we feel our edge when we notice that
something within us shifts or changes. This might require us to pause and take a step back,
especially if the feeling or sensation is discomfort. Remember that self-exploration and healing is a
life-long process and there is no timeline for this. Learning about all of our rhythms, patterns,
tendencies and emotions takes time and requires plenty of grace and space. Take your time as you
explore. Take your time in identifying what feels right or what doesn't feel right for you.
Ways to care for yourself as you practice
It can be helpful to create a a list of resources that you have available for when you need them. This
might look like taking note of your internal resources such as your breath, your sense of touch, and
any soothing skills you've developed. Your external resources might be the elements you've
gathered to create a space that is warm and inviting. Perhaps your space is filled with items that
soothe you or that can be helpful in grounding yourself in the present. Above all, offer yourself
patience, space, rest and tenderness as you navigate the ever-changing landscape of your self.
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Session 2 : A Tender Space in My Heart: Tending to my Pain with Care
Invitations for integrating this theme in between sessions

Practice being mindful of your art stroke
Hopefully this week you'll be able to explore the vast qualities in your art stroke. Being mindful
of your art stroke is a way to stay present with your practice and create from this present state
rather than creating with expectation. Perhaps you can notice the way that your art stroke is a
direct expression of your creative energy. You can notice the weight in your stroke, the pace that
you create and the ways you interact with color and all of its qualities.
Ground yourself with repetitive strokes and patterns
One of the ways that we can practice getting to know our unique art stroke is through creating
repetitive strokes and patterns. This allows us to practice with different types of brushes and
mediums. It allows us to see the different types of strokes that we can create with certain
movements and paces. Feel free to play soothing music set up your space and dedicate some time
to practice. Perhaps see if you can fill pages with strokes like lines, shapes and patterns of all
sizes. Remember that there doesn't have to be any other purpose besides just creating. Creating in
and of itself is purposeful.
Tints and tones
One of the delightful parts of creating with mediums that mix and blend is to see the variety of
tints and tones that you can make. Mixing colors with incrementing amounts of the color white
will create softer and paler tones and doing the same with the color black will create darker and
shaded tones. Perhaps explore seeing how colors change when you mix them and practice
feeling into how the personality of the color changes. To take it a step further perhaps you can
practice feeling into what emotions and feelings these colors evoke
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